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1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1.  ---- may take the TOEFL exam as many times as 
---- wishes. There is no limitation.

A)  Each other / one B)  Others / her 
C)  The ones / she D)  One / he
  E)  Someone / himself 

2. Supersonic flight is defined as flight at a speed 
greater than ---- sound but not the speed of light.

A)  those   B)  its 
C)  their   D)  that of  

 E)  one of 

3. At first ---- in the class seemed eager to 
participate in the project but after a while ---- 
wanted to take any responsibility. 

A)  something / anybody
B)  everybody / nobody
C)  nobody / no one 
D)  someone else / nothing 
E)  ones / someone’s 

4. A new study has confirmed that teenage brains 
are very much different from ---- children and 
adults.  

A)  that of   B)  any others
C)  this   D)  those of
  E)  one of 

5. I will be able to buy a new printer next month 
therefore I have to put up with ---- I bought last  
year for the  time being.   

A)  it   B)  itself 
C)  the one  D)  one 
  E)  other’s 

6. I started a conversation with the person sitting 
next to ---- on the bus and we talked with ---- for 
half an hour about economy. 

A)  me / one another
B)  myself / the other
C)  mine / the one
D)  us / ours 
E)  his / on our own 

7. I hate working with Sally because she doesn’t 
have any respect for ---- privacy. I don’t think I 
will work with her any more.

A)  others’
B)  ones’
C)  someone
D)  another one
E)  that 

8. Because my father wanted to lift the box ----, 
he hurt ---- back and now he has to rest for the 
whole week at home. 

A)  of his own / himself B)  himself / him
C)  him / his  D)  on his own / its 
  E)  by himself / his
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9. A prohormone is a substance that is a precursor 
to a hormone, usually having minimal hormonal 
effect ----.

A)  them
B)  its 
C)  one
D)  of their own 
E)  by itself

10. According to the Recording Industry 
Association of America, The Beatles have sold 
more albums in the United States than any ---- 
band.

A)  one another
B)  other
C)  another
D)  the other 
E)  others 

11. My keys must be in one of the drawers at the 
office because I have searched ---- at  home and 
wasn’t able to find ----.  

A)  anywhere else / its
B)  something / their
C)  nowhere / them 
D)  somewhere / it
E)  everywhere else / them

12. The Jamaican Mango is a species of 
hummingbird and cannot be found ---- in the 
world except for the island of Jamaica.

A)  nowhere
B)  anywhere else
C)  anything else
D)  something
E)  everything 

13. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümleyi uygun 
biçimde tamamlayan ifadeyi bulunuz.

13. Although I certainly need a better one, ----.

A) the ones on the left are more complicated 
B) I will go on using this laptop for a while 
C) the others are faster than those I previously 

had at home 
D) there are some other ways to get these jobs 

done
E) whether these houses are large enough for a 

large family.

14. When the reporters asked her a few  personal 
questions about herself, ----.

A) another one is about her private life
B) the young couple got very angry with them 
C) the players ignored them for some reasons
D) the singer was disturbed and wished to go out
E) the employees knew that this would bother 

them  

15. There were three representatives at the meeting 
----. 

A) when no one else has agreed to make a deal
B) and none of them seemed satisfied with the 

contract 
C) when the others have showed their 

dissatisfaction   
D) therefore both of them wanted to see the 

production line   
E) so it could be found everywhere in the 

company easily    

16. Seeing that her grades were low, Tina promised 
herself ----

A) those subjects which are easier
B) to increase it before the end of the week
C) that it will have been completed by the end of 

the term 
D) what she would have to do with it 
E) that she would study harder and pass all of her 

lessons.
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1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Many animal species are on the verge of 
extinction now and we ---- steps now to ensure 
the survival of these animals. 

A)  should have taken
B)  must take 
C)  had to take
D)  were supposed to take
E)  must have taken

2. Because of my debts, I ---- my car as little as a 
third of what I had paid for it. I am very sorry for 
that but I had to.

A)  can’t sell
B)  don’t need to sell
C)  might have sold
D)  had to sell
E)  ought to sell

3. It is important to pay attention to what you are 
saying to your supervisor in an office setting in 
case something unwanted ----. 

A)  used to happen
B)  must not have happened
C)  would have happened
D)  needs to happen
E)  might happen

4. It is predicted that the earliest use of fire by 
humans ---- as early as 1.4 million years ago, 
which changed the lives of people at the time.

A)  should have occurred
B)  may have occurred 
C)  could occur
D)  had to occur
E)  must occur

5. It was careless of you to lose the contract; you 
---- it in a safe place. Now we can’t prove what 
they will do for us.

A)  must keep
B)  are supposed to keep
C)  would prefer to keep
D)  ought to have kept
E)  could keep

6. All life on Earth relies on the greenhouse effect 
and without it, the average surface temperature 
of the planet ---- about -18°C.

A)  used to be
B)  must have been
C)  couldn’t have been
D)  was to be 
E)  would be

7. Her intention ---- good even so Liz should have 
asked me beforehand before applying for this 
post on behalf of me.

A)  can’t have been
B)  ought to be
C)  had better be
D)  may have been
E)  will be  

8. It seems that all drivers ---- more considerate to 
other road users nowadays so as not to cause 
any unwanted consequences. 

A)  have to be
B)  mustn’t be 
C)  don’t need to be
D)  shouldn’t have been
E)  had to be 

MODALS
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9. Economists generally agree that high rates of 
inflation and hyperinflation ---- by an excessive 
growth of the money supply.

A)  had been causing
B)  would cause
C)  are caused 
D)  were causing
E)  caused

10. Experts estimate that more than 50,000 people 
---- with hepatitis A in the United States each 
year.

A)  will be infected
B)  had been infected
C)  infected
D)  have infected
E)  are infected 

11. The Persian language is one of the world’s 
oldest languages still in use today, and ---- to 
have one of the most powerful literary traditions.

A)  had known
B)  would be known
C)  is known 
D)  will have known
E)  has known

12. Because it ---- correctly, all the meat in the store 
went off. They had to buy the same amount of 
meat again and it cost the boss a fortune.

A)  hasn’t been stored
B)  wasn’t stored
C)  hadn’t been storing
D)  isn’t being stored
E)  hadn’t stored

13. When fuels ---- incompletely, various chemicals 
---- volatile organic chemicals also enter the air.

A)  burn/ are called
B)  have been burned / have been called
C)  burned / call
D)  are burning / will be called
E)  are burned / called

14. The Ford Motor Company ---- in a converted 
factory in 1903 with $28,000 in cash from twelve 
investors, most notably John and Horace Dodge.

A)  launched 
B)  has been launched 
C)  was launched
D)  was launching 
E)  had launched 

15. Fossil fuels are non-renewable resources 
because they ---- millions of years to form and 
reserves ---- much faster than new ones are 
being formed.

A)  are taken / deplete
B)  take / are being depleted
C)  have taken / had been depleted
D)  are taking / will have depleted 
E)  take / had depleted

16. Paris ---- for its beautiful, world famous statues 
that ---- throughout the streets. You can almost 
see one at every corner of each street.

A)  knows / scattered
B)  has been known / will scatter 
C)  is known /  had been scattered
D)  was known / scatter
E)  is known / are scattered
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